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Abstract 
In a recent paper, Cheng[l] obtained a closed-form solution to a certain 
minimax job completion-time problem by linear programming techniques. We show 
that a closed-form solution to this problem can be obtained simply by INSPECTION. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following optimization problem: 
Problem A: 
where 
a:= inn;; (L(u,k) :=lyrti I Ci(Q)-k I } 
_ _ 
k?O 
0) 
X:= {uEn”: (u1,u2 ,..., un}=H} , H:=(1,2,3 ,..., n) 
C;(a):= ;: t(oj> , uEX, l$<n 
, j=l 
and t(i)>O, Vl<&. 
(2) 
(3) 
Let X* denote the set of optimal values of u and for each UEX* let K*(u) denote 
the set of optimal values of k pertaining to u. Hence, an optimal solution to 
Roblem P is a pair (u*,k*) such that u*EX* and k*EK*(u*). e 
Viewing Problem A as a job completion-time problem, the elements of (l)-(3) 
can be interpreted ss follows: 
n = the number of jobs to be processed; 
t(i) = the processing time of job i; 
X = the set of all the feasible sequences consisting of n jobs; 
u = a sequence of n jobs, UEX; 
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Ci( U) = the completion-time of job Ui; 
k = due-date (common to all jobs). 
In this case, the problem under consideration requires minimizing the maximum 
deviation of job completion$ime, L(c,k), from the common due-date, k. Here an 
optimal solution consists of a pair (d,k*) where d is a sequence of jobs and k* is a 
due-date for that sequence. 
Details concerning other versions of this problems can be found in Cheng[l,2]. 
Cur sole aim is to discuss the solution of (l)-(3), which we state as follows: 
Theorem 0. 
A pair (b,k*), where o*cX and k*rO, is an optimal solution to Problem A if, and only 
if, 
k* = -&&(i) + m= WI, 
1s i<n 
and 
ur = max {t(i): I<&). + 
Let us now examine the proof of this theorem. 
(5) 
ANALYSIS 
From (1) it follows that Problem A can be restated aa follows: 
a:= ;ig ( n& L(c,k) }. (6) 
Define then 
Problem L(u): L(u):= ~2 L( u,k) , UEX (7) 
and 
Problem B: b:= 71; L(u). (8) 
What this decomposition scheme means is that a=b and that Problem B is 
equivalent to Problem A in that both have the same optimal solutions. Namely, if X0 
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denotes the set of optimal solutions to Problem B then X0=X*. 
The idea therefore is then to determine the set {L(u): VEX} by solving 
Problem L(r) for each VEX and then solve Problem B thereby obtaining a solution to 
Problem A. The following result provides a simple closed-form solution for 
Problem L(u). 
Theorem 1. 
For each UEX, Problem L(u) has a unique solution given by 
(9) 
therefore 
Proof: Let u be any element of X. Since t(i)>O, it follows that Ci(U) is strictly 
increasing with i, therefore for any k>O we have 
L(u,k) = 1 yzn I ‘it uFk I = m= (lC1(~)-kl,lCn(~)-kl~. (11) 
_ _ 
By inspection, the value of k that minimizes L(u,k) in (11) must be the mid 
point of the interval [C,(u),C,(u)]. This proves (9). To obtain (lo), note that (11) 
implies that, 
L(u) = L(u,k(u)) = max { I C$+-w I I I q4-w II (12) 
so that (12), in conjunction with (9), yields 
L(u) = maX {+Ic~(uWn(u) I ~+Icn(uW~(u) I I*
Because Cn(u)>C1(u), (13) implies (10). + 
(13) 
The following result gives a full characterization of the optimal solutions to 
Problem B. 
Theorem 2. 
A sequence &X is optimal for Problem B if, and only if, 
u1 = max t(i) l<i<n 
(14) 
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therefore, 
a = b = -&&t(i) - max t(i)). 
1s i<n 
(15) 
Prooj As (3) entails that 
C,(o) = !Z t(i) ) VUEX. 
i=l 
it follows from (10) that Problem B is equivalent to 
(16) 
(17) 
Consequently, becasue (3) implies that C,,(a)=t( ul), it follows from (18) that 
(14)-(15) hold. + 
Clearly, Theorem 0 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
DISCUSSION 
To be sure, the profound simplicity with which this result is obtained suggests 
that it is not precisey vital to set out a formal proof thereof in a learned journal. We 
therefore wish to make it abundantly clear that the sole justification for this 
undertaking is that Cheng[l] proposed recently a solution to this problem utilizing 
primal and dual Linear Programming techniques! 
It should also be pointed out that Cheng [l] presents the results as existence 
theorems whereas here we give constructive necessary and sufficent optimality 
conditions. 
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